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The effect of N incorporation on B diffusion in amorphous SiO2 is presented based on
spin-polarized density functional theory calculations. Our results show that N incorporation leads to
the decrease of O vacancy concentration, which is largely responsible for the retarded B diffusion
by reducing diffusion mediators such as E� and S centers. We also determine the ground state
structure of the BuN complex, along with possible formation routes. The direct BuN bonding
interaction appears to only slightly increase the activation energy of B diffusion. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2840698�

Continued scaling of metal-oxide-semiconductor devices
has raised concerns regarding diffusion of dopants and de-
fects in an ultrathin SiO2 layer which is widely used as the
gate dielectric layer. In particular, boron penetration from the
heavily p-doped polysilicon gate electrode through the thin
SiO2 layer to the Si substrate has been a major concern,
relevant to not only gate dielectric quality but also device
operation.

It is now well known that B diffusion is suppressed by N
incorporation in the oxide layer. Several mechanisms have
been proposed to explain the effect of N incorporation on B
diffusion in SiO2. Included are �i� changes in the SiO2 bond-
ing structure, which may mechanically hinder B diffusion,1

�ii� reduction of peroxy linkage �SiuOuOuSi� defects
by wSiuOuNuOuSiw formation, as they are thought
to mediate B diffusion,2 �iii� reduced availability of H by
NuH bonding while H is known to enhance B diffusion,3

and �iv� reduced diffusivity of SiO molecules which are gen-
erated at the Si /SiO2 interface and tend to enhance B
diffusion.4 The existing explanations may appear plausible
but they do not provide atomistic details of the correlation
between B diffusion and N incorporation in SiO2.

In this letter, we present the influence of N on B diffu-
sion in a-SiO2 based on combined Metropolis Monte Carlo
and gradient corrected density functional theory calculations.
We determine the atomic geometries and diffusion pathways
of B atoms and also look at how N incorporation affects B
diffusion in a-SiO2. Knowing that B diffusion is significantly
suppressed even with a small amount of N ��2 at. % �,5 our
primary focus is on addressing the underlying causes of B
diffusion retardation in the absence of direct BuN bonding
interaction. In addition, we examine possible B trapping by
N atoms and its effect on B diffusion. The improved under-
standing will provide valuable hints as to effective suppres-
sion of B penetration as well as precise control of gate oxide
nitridation.

We first prepared three a-SiO2 supercells which contain
25 or 33 SiO2 units within the continuous random network
�CRN� model with fourfold-coordinated Si and twofold-
coordinated O. Starting with randomly distributed Si and O
atoms in a given supercell with a fixed experimental density

of 2.2 g /cm3, the SiO2 system was relaxed via a sequence of
bond transpositions using the Metropolis Monte Carlo
�MMC� sampling method based on Keating-like interatomic
potentials.6 The a-SiO2 structures were further relaxed using
density functional calculations �as detailed below�. The
CRN-MMC approach has been used to construct a-SiO2
structures.6–9

All atomic structures and energies reported herein were
calculated using a planewave-basis set pseudopotential
method within the generalized gradient approximation of
Perdew and Wang �GGA-PW91� �Ref. 10� to spin-polarized
density functional theory, as implemented in the well-
established Vienna ab initio simulation package �VASP�.11

Vanderbilt-type ultrasoft pseudopotentials were used for
core-electron interactions. A planewave cutoff energy of
300 eV was used. The convergence of atomic configurations
and relative energies with respect to plane-wave cutoff en-
ergy was carefully checked. The Brillouin zone sampling
was performed using a Monkhorst–Pack �2�2�2� mesh of
k points, sufficient for the disordered SiO2 structures consid-
ered in this work. All atoms were relaxed using the conjugate
gradient method until residual forces on constituent atoms
become smaller than 5�10−2 eV /Å. Diffusion pathways and
barriers under the static approximation were estimated using
the nudged elastic band method, which allows systematic
search for a minimum energy path between two local minima
with no prior knowledge about a potential energy surface.

We begin by discussing the structure and diffusion of B
in defect-free a-SiO2. Figure 1 �upper panel� shows the
minimum-energy structures of B-related defects in a-SiO2.

In the neutral state, the threefold-coordinated vBu Ṡiv
structure �where u and · represent a SiuO bond and a
dangling bond, respectively, see Fig. 1�a�� is predicted be
0.8�0.6 eV more favorable than the nearly degenerate

twofold-coordinated wSiu Ḃu �Fig. 1�d�� and boron-

oxygen hole center ȮuB�Siw �2 �Fig. 1�e��. We also find

that the vBu Ṡiv state �Fig. 1�a�� can convert to the
vBuSiw �Fig. 1�b�� or the vBu state �Fig. 1�c�� while

liberating an E� center Ṡiw �Fig. 1�h�� or an S center

vṠiuSiw �Fig. 1�f��, respectively, i.e., vBu Ṡiv

→vBuSiw +Ṡiw or vBu Ṡiv→vBu

+ v ṠiuSiw. The transformation reactions appear to occur
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with no noticeable energy gain or loss. An S defect center
may further dissociate into an O vacancy and an E� center,

i.e., vṠiuSiw→wSiuSiw +Ṡiw, which turns out to
be endothermic by approximately 0.2 eV. In addition, we
can expect that combination of two E� centers will result in

an O vacancy, i.e., wṠi+ Ṡiw→wSiuSiw, which is pre-
dicted to be exothermic by 3.4 eV from our cluster model
calculation �with �HO�3SiuSi�OH�3�. To achieve good sta-
tistics, here we checked the relative stability of the B and
defect structures at more than ten different locations in the
three a-SiO2 supercells considered.

As illustrated in Fig. 1 �lower panel�, the neutral

vBu Ṡiv complex can undergo diffusion which
involves a series of reconfiguration processes,

i.e., vBu Ṡiv ——→
Em1

wSiu Ḃu ——→
Em2

ȮuB�Si

w �2 ——→
Em3

wSiu Ḃu ——→
Em4

vBu Ṡiv. The corre-

sponding energy costs are predicted to be Em1
=2.1�0.5 eV, Em2=0.7�0.1 eV, Em3=0.7�0.1 eV, and
Em4=1.2�0.5 eV, respectively. On the other hand, the
vBuSiw and vBu states appear immobile due to large
activation energies required for breaking strong BuO

bonds. However, they may convert to the mobile vBu Ṡiv
complex by capturing mobile E� and S centers �which are
predicted to undergo migration by overcoming barriers of
�1.3 eV and 1.5�0.6 eV, respectively�. The energy costs

for the combination reactions vBuSiw +Ṡiw and

vBu + v ṠiuSiw to yield vBu Ṡiv are predicted to
be 1.0�0.4 and 1.35�0.6 eV, respectively. More details re-
garding the formation and diffusion of B-related defects will
be presented elsewhere. The results suggest that the increase
of O vacancy concentration will lead to enhanced B diffusion
by rendering diffusion mediators, such as E� and S centers,
while B atoms preferentially exist in the form of immobile
vBu or vBuSiw. This is consistent with earlier
experiments.12

Unlike the B case, in an O-deficient region, N atoms
prefer to exist in the threefold N�Siw �3 configuration �Fig.
2�d�� by consuming O vacancies because of the stronger
SiuO bond compared to the SiuN bond. On the other
hand, the OuN�Siw �2 configuration �Fig. 2�c�� is often
seen in the O-rich environment. The O vacancy scavenge has
been evidenced by earlier experiments which demonstrated a
reduction in the amount of suboxide Si atoms13 as well as the
density of E� centers14 in nitrided SiO2 films. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, we can also expect that O vacancies created by B
incorporation will be annihilated by incorporated N atoms.
Our cluster model calculations15 predict an energy gain of

10 eV for the wSiu Ḃu +OuN�Siw �2→vBu +N�Si
w �3 reaction associated with the transfer of an S center �cor-
responding to 3 /2 O vacancies�. From the results, we can
expect that the N-induced reduction of O vacancy population

FIG. 1. �Color online� The atomic configurations of B-related defects in
a-SiO2 �upper panels�. The small dark �red�, big gray �pink�, and light
�green� balls indicate O, Si, and B atoms, respectively. The locations of
unpaired electrons are also indicated. The lower panel shows a viable path-

way of B diffusion in a-SiO2, starting from the vBu Ṡiv state.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic illustration of the role of N as a scavenger
for O vacancies created by B in a-SiO2. In defect-free a-SiO2, the

vBu Ṡiv and OuN�Siw �2 states may convert to the vBu and N�Si
w �3 states through the transfer of O vacancies. The resulting energy gain is
predicted to be 9.2 eV. The small dark �red�, big gray �pink�, and light
�green� balls indicate O, Si, and B atoms, respectively. The locations of
unpaired electrons are also indicated.
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will be largely responsible for B diffusion retardation in the
absence of direct BuN bonding interaction.

Next, we examined the direct bonding interaction
of B with N. Among various configurations, we find the

2�uO�BuN�Siw �2 complex �see Fig. 3� to be most
favorable. The B and N atoms adopt trigonal planar
geometries. The BuN bond is likely to have a partial
double bond character arising from overlap of the
filled orbital on N with the empty orbital

on B, i.e., 2�uO�Bu N̈�Siw �2↔ 2�uO�B−
u

+N�Siw �2.
Our cluster model calculations �B�OuSi�OH�3�3

+N�Si�OH�3�3→ 2��OH�3SiuO�BuN�Si�OH�3�2+ 3�OH�
uSiuOuSi�OH�3� predict that the 2�uO�BuN�Siw �2

formation is favored by about 0.4 eV compared to the case
of two separate N�Siw �3 and vBu states, whereas the
energy gains only slightly over the range of 0–0.1 eV in our
supercell calculations due to larger strains associated with
the BuN complex.

Figure 3 also shows two possible routes leading to

2�uO�B−
u

+N�Siw �2 formation. Firstly, as illustrated in

Fig. 3�a�, in a Si-rich region the mobile vBu Ṡiv defect
may react with the most prevailing N�Siw �3 species to form
the BuN complex with an S center. Secondly, in the O-rich

environment, the interaction of vBu Ṡiv with OuN�Si
w �2 may result in the BuN complex with no creation of
additional defects �Fig. 3�b��. Both reactions are exothermic,
releasing 0.4 and 9.2 eV, respectively. While we admit that
there would be other routes with various intermediate states,
the results at least demonstrate the possibility of stable
BuN complex formation upon introduction of B and N at-
oms together into a-SiO2.

By capturing a mobile S center, 2�uO�BuN�Siw �2

may dissociate into N�Siw �3 and vBu Ṡiv,

i.e., 2�uO�BuN�Siw �2+ v ṠuSiw→N�Siw �3

+ vBu Ṡiv �via the reverse path of BuN complex for-
mation, as seen in Fig. 3�a��. The reaction appears endother-
mic by as much as 0.1–0.4 eV depending on the local strain
environment, as opposed to no noticeable energy change in

vBu + v ṠiuSiw→vBu Ṡiv. Assuming the

vBu Ṡiv complex is mobile, this implies that the direct
BuN bonding interaction may lead to an increase in the
overall activation energy of B diffusion, albeit insignifi-
cantly. This is consistent with earlier experiments which also
showed an increase in the diffusion activation energy, in the
range of a few tens of an eV.16
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Predicted routes for 2�uO�B−
u

+N�Siw �2 forma-

tion by the reaction of mobile vBu Ṡiv with N�Siw �3 �a� or OuN�Si
w �2 �b�. The former and latter reactions are expected to preferentially occur
in O-deficient and O-rich regions, respectively. The small dark �red�, big
gray �pink�, and light �green� balls indicate O, Si, and B atoms, respectively.
The locations of unpaired electrons are also indicated.
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